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ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 Words)
Direct formation of surface relief gratings at modest intensities on azobenzene polymers has recently been accomplished. Unusual optical erasure of these surface relief gratings was observed. It is found that the optical erasure is dependent on the polarization state of the erasing beam as well as that of the recording beams used to form the gratings. Thus, gratings when formed, memorize the polarization states which create them and influence their erasure behaviors accordingly. Direct transfer of patterns by photoprinting through a phase mask has been achieved. 15 17 . Surface structures were patterned at room temperature on polymers with T g s well above 200 °C and with rigid backbones. 17 ' 22 The formation process of the gratings was found to be strongly polarization dependent 15 and only dependent on the fluence 16 . It has been established that thermal effects do not play an appreciable role in the grating recording process.
Such a large nondestructive surface modulation on the films along with the strong polarization dependence of recording was not expected and appears to be X. L. Jiang 2 originated from new optically induced processes. A model based on the electric field gradient (of the optical beams) driven transport of the dipolar azo chromophores and the tethered photo-plasticized azobenzene polymers has been developed and adequately explains the polarization dependence of the writing process. 23 The fundamental understanding of the writing process lends itself to the direct photofabrication of photonic components and devices, such as diffractive optical elements that are stable and reconfigurable.
In this letter, we present surprising effects on single beam erasure behavior of previously recorded surface relief gratings. Analogous to the writing process single beam erasure behavior is found to be strongly dependent on the polarization of the erasing beam. What is highly unusual, however, is that, it is also found to be dependent on the state of the polarization of the recording beams which holographically fabricated the gratings in the first place. In other words, these surface relief gratings once formed have memories of the polarization states which created them and exhibit their erasure behavior accordingly. Such memory effects in holographic gratings have not been observed so far.
Reproduction and direct phototransfer from a master phase mask has also been accomplished.
Optical erasure of a bulk birefringent grating is easily understood in terms of rerandomization of the chromophore orientation. Erasure of a surface relief grating by optical means must involve large scale polymer transport in a manner analogous to the writing process. The possibility of optical erasure at temperatures substantially below T g is itself unusual and has not been observed before. For the optical erasure studies, optical quality thin films (0.5 |im thick)
of an epoxy based side chain azobenzene polymer 24 ' 25 were used. Surface relief gratings were recorded on these azobenzene polymer films at 488 nm. The details of the recording conditions have been discussed elsewhere. 15 The gratings used for these investigations were recorded under the following conditions: (1) 
